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The Bible - incomplete
The invaluable stories - incomplete.
The word made flesh so as to speak
what is it about the Bible today 21st century
and the Western style of life we live this way?

What is it about a Bible per say
with all this warring and violent behaviour
day upon day?

What is it about a Bible story of old
or narrative as it is told?

What type of world back when
did they hope to initially tell of
for the throng or crowd then?

                 ------0------

Oh how happy I am today
away from that text of horror filled stories
to scare one quite well away.

Oh how happy I am to now know
God as the all powerful seed of me
is there inside for me to conscience grow
or deplete day on day.

                 ------0------
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Whatever is it all about
this talk about a Bible that long, long ago
was to tell in how to behave,
live the life in each a certain type of way?

Are we able now scholarly to know
what message is there in that text
for us today Westernised way?

                 ------0------

Tales or stories, adventures and journeys

whatever in that text relays
one must, at some point, die or go away,
desert preferable well away
to know what in a conscience what one does prefer
to consider and favour more so than another way.

Tales of strength to acknowledge faith

but what about today and the styles they do portray?

What about who we are, the more likely follower class?
Are we able to find that strength in us?
And what would that portray for us,
the other type to know is fair and or just?

                 ------0------
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Oh you do have some interesting types of views
in that Bible text as said then, ‘the good news’,
but what of today with a propaganda swill
and all of the latest of latest technological over kill?

Are we able to, so-called divorce,
of this type of insidiousness day upon day
until we believe religiously?

Are we to become just a follower all of our life
or become more soundly placed and think for ourself?

What will be able to change the pace
now evident everywhere
going here and or there
or maybe just going nowhere?

I am certainly aware that of a pandemic there will be
some who do become more aware,
but where in the Bible text of old
did it share for us some form of relief
to know now how to become more vigilant about
in these type of circumstance how to then behave?
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What type of information data spread
has us in raptures when read?

Are we even able to know
with all this type of short version of a language
very few are able to immediately know

text-ing here and or there without even questioning
who else is being connected not so fair and just,
but just causing in us to be ever vigilant about
what is to happen if that language is being misinformed
or unacceptable to those who rule the waves and landmasses?

                ------0------

Biblical text
whatever is in it today
that can relay some form of information
in how to be living here in the West day to day?

Are we even capable
to convert to a newer type of language
that gives another confidence
that they are able to trust
the word coming in that is being heard?

                ------0------
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Confidence and truth and trust.

Confidence and information of the very facts
not manufactured to form in us
some form of mistrust or fear or both.

Confidence about who we are
and in how to behave, live and agree to disagree,
to not take advantage of one who is not like us
or in us believes.

Confidence to recognise
when one is being told fake news or lies.

Confidence to know, in that text of old,
that not all of the information is in exactitude
what is being meant, but more a type of way to relay
so that the data is not to be given loosely away.

Script is in the hands of the beholder to know
what is being said and in that how to interpret
to gain over time the best information
and experiences combined.

What is not being said,
is that the Bible today is incorrect
because it does not relate in ways that will inform
for us to change our latest of behaving ways.
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What is not a favourite best seller

is that of the incomplete version of the Bible stories
to be now understood to gain a more informed source
within our own mind, the brain and head.

What is lacking in droves, is being able to discern
what is of the best course to live and behave each day.

What is often in the Bible stories
is that of a narrative that makes sense in how to live
without having to share the deeper meaning or content
because in the in-between layers as such
there is a more mystical sense
to each and every word as is the breath.

Each layer within that text
allows the reader to form an opinion
in regard to their own life and value in each day
as to how they are to choose to live.

Each and every line in that data spread
gives one a clue or two before then
to re-read over and over again
as if in the text there is a way over time
to exact more out of every single word and line
toward gaining access to a deeper cause or call;
a type of valuable learning
of which each can make inside their own brain
a relationship with the word, the text,
the mind then has of engaging for you
to make clearer meaning or sense.
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The above having been said,
it is all about you and in how you are to live,
but within that message loud and clear is the evidence
that we have a far greater source or power.

A form of understanding
historically, genealogically and too spiritually
that we are made of more than of the flesh -
And for that to become known
one has to live within that mind in a more religious way -

to value who they are as they are and not to concern
with the outer world in terms of greater achievements
to show others who you are and can become
but more about who you are in the simplest of forms
of loving and compassion of all and of everyone.

So wake up and read the text
about who you are in your Bible of narratives
and in that story, held within memory,
make a choice as to how you want to be and live -

A way to acknowledge value and worth,
acceptance
and honour each one as yourself - valid and of worth.

                 ------0------
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No more no less
than the value of your own life
and in how to live
as an honourable human being
as is everyone else
when given the opportunity …

to take the time and learn to accept,
value each day, each and every breath
and learn too to listen to the inner voice
of who gives our information
about the right choice.

               ------0------
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To be or not to be
that is the Biblical question …
for today.

             ------0------
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